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Erin Cooley, Ph.D. 
13 Oak Drive, Hamilton, NY 13346 

Phone: 315-228-7328 Email: ecooley@colgate.edu 

June 22, 2016 

R. A. Coulter  
776 E. Riverside Drive, Suite 240 
Eagle, Idaho 83616  

Re: Jun Yu v. Idaho State University, Case No. 4:15-CV00430-REB 

Dear Attorney Coulter: 

At your request, I have prepared an expert rebuttal witness report regarding my 
professional opinions in the matter of Jun Yu v. Idaho State University (Case No. 4:15-
CV00430-REB). 

I am currently an Assistant Professor at Colgate University who specializes in the field 
of Social Psychology with a particular focus on prejudice and racism. I received my B.S. 
in Psychology and B.A. in Spanish from the University of Florida where I graduated 
with honors. I completed my Masters and Ph.D. in Social Psychology at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. During my six years of doctoral training I conducted 
research on implicit biases and racial prejudice and taught undergraduate courses in 
Social Psychology. As an Assistant Professor I have continued my research on prejudice 
and racism, taught a seminar on prejudice and racism, and taught courses in 
quantitative methods for behavioral research (i.e., statistics).  

Broadly, my research examines the cognitive, affective and physiological components of 
prejudice and discrimination. I am particularly interested in prejudice that is 
unintentionally expressed by those who intend to be egalitarian. This dichotomy 
between wanting to be egalitarian, while also harboring negative implicit biases toward 
certain racial groups is fundamental to aversive racism—a primary focus of my rebuttal 
report.  I have published research on implicit bias in peer-reviewed, top-ranked journals 
in the field of Psychology including Social Psychological and Personality Science and 
Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. I have presented my research at professional 
conferences for Psychology and received awards for its quality. I have provided a copy 
of my full curriculum vitae with this report. 

Ex. MIL-RW-66
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In preparing my report, I have reviewed the research literature on implicit biases and 
aversive racism and also have drawn upon my existing knowledge of these topics. To 
assure that I would come to independent conclusions based on my expertise, I reviewed 
case documents before reviewing the expert witness reports of both Dr. Leslie Zorwick 
and Dr. Dru Gladney. Within this report, I express my opinions as they relate to the 
opinions expressed by Dr. Zorwick and Dr. Gladney in their respective expert witness 
reports. The opinions I express in this report in no way reflect the positions of my 
employer or any other organizations with which I am affiliated. 
 
I. Materials Reviewed 
 
To prepare my report, I reviewed the following case documents: 

 
• Jun Yu Accreditation Complaint to APA, dated December 16, 2013. 

• Complaint filing with the U. S. District Court for Idaho in the matter of Jun Yu v. 
Idaho State University, dated September 16, 2015.  

• Updated Complaint Management Order by U. S. Magistrate Ronald E. Bush of 
the U. S. District Court for Idaho in the matter of Jun Yu v. Idaho State 
University, dated January 26, 2016. 

• Document titled: “The Assault on Jun Yu: Multicultural Incompetence in a 
Clinical Psychology Doctoral Program, Resulting in the Professional Destruction 
of an International Student,” by Jocelyn Eikenburg and Michael D. Dwyer. 

• Document titled: “Clinical–Professional Development Points For Consideration 
By the Graduate Council in the Appeal of Mr. Jun Yu,” by Jun Yu. 

• Document titled: “Practica Course Sequence” dated 12-26-2015. 
• All documents contained in the 659 page defendant’s initial disclosures. 

• Defendant’s answers and response to the Plaintiff’s first set of discovery requests 
dated February 5, 2016. 

• All documents contained in pages 660-845, which was shared in the Defendant’s 
answers and response to the Plaintiff’s first set of discovery requests. 

• Plaintiff’s answers and response to the Defendant’s first set of discovery requests 
dated March 16, 2016. 

• All documents contained in the 1408 page plaintiff’s initial disclosures, including 
“State Board of Psychology of Ohio – Complaint Against Dr. Leslie Speer and Dr. 
Thomas Frazier filed by Jun Yu,” “APA Ethics Office – Complaint against Dr. 
Mark Roberts filed by Jun Yu,” and “APA Ethics Office – Complaint against Dr. 
Shannon Lynch filed by Jun Yu.” 

• The Graduate Record Exam (GRE) Report of Scores for Mr. Jun Yu. 
• The Plaintiff’s Complete Expert Submission of March 25, 2016. 

• The Expert Report of Dr. Leslie Zorwick. 
• The Expert Report of Dr. Dru Gladney and the attached “White Paper on 

Dismissed Chinese Students in the United States.” 
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II. Basis of Opinions on Aversive Racism  
 

1. Contemporary manifestations of racism are often less blatant than racism of the past. 
This makes education about racism and awareness of one’s own (and others’) biases 
critical. 
 

a. Racism is a system of advantage based on race that includes the actions 
and beliefs of individuals as well as broader cultural messages and 
institutional policies that reinforce racial inequality (Tatum, 2001). 
Racism can be overt or covert. In the past (e.g., pre-Civil Rights 
Movement), racism was overt with little public censure for expressing 
racist beliefs. Contemporary racism is more covert (McConahay, 1986; 
Sears & Henry, 2003; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004). 
 

b. Over time, it has become less socially acceptable to overtly express 
racist beliefs. However, this does not mean that racism is fading. 
Instead, the way that racism manifests has simply changed form, 
oftentimes becoming more covert (Sears & Henry, 2003; Dovidio & 
Gaertner, 2004). This has led to the emergence of research on more 
subtle forms of bias called implicit biases (Greenwald & Krieger, 2006; 
Payne & Gawronski, 2010). While explicit biases are those that people 
consciously endorse, implicit attitudes are independent of one’s 
motivations to appear non-prejudiced (Greenwald, McGhee, Schwartz, 
1996). This means that even someone who desires to treat all races the 
same might still harbor negative associations with particular racial 
groups. These negative associations are often learned through culture 
and media. For example, in many ways, the media reinforces the idea 
that Black people are aggressive (Oliver, 2003). Even if these 
associations are not personally endorsed, mere exposure to these 
associations can lead them to become learned and contribute to 
discriminatory behavior. For example, people high in implicit 
prejudice might show greater discomfort in an interracial interaction 
than people with low implicit prejudice (Dovidio, Kawakami, & 
Gaertner, 2002).  

 
c. Originally researchers thought that people could not be aware of their 

implicit biases given that they are often unintended and often formed 
outside of conscious awareness (Bargh, 1999). However, recent 
research indicates that people are, in fact, capable of awareness of their 
implicit biases (Hahn, Judd, Hirsh, & Blair, 2014). This type of 
awareness is often encouraged by having people consider what their 
“gut” reactions would be toward people from certain social groups—
such as Black people or Asian people. Critically, becoming aware of 
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one’s own implicit biases is the first step to mitigating the influence of 
those biases on behavior (Monteith & Mark, 2005). Without actively 
working to become aware of one’s own biases it is likely that people 
with these biases will continue to behave in ways that reinforce racial 
inequality (Sue et al., 2007). 

 
2. The theory of aversive racism provides a theoretical framework for understanding 

contemporary manifestations of racism. In particular, it helps explain the ways in 
which even well-intentioned people can perpetuate prejudice and discrimination. 

 
a. Aversive racism describes a modern form of racism that combines 

motivations to appear non-prejudiced with implicit biases. This means 
that aversive racism can describe the behavior of well-intentioned 
people who do not want to act in biased or discriminatory ways. In 
this way, aversive racism is distinct from blatant racism (which also, of 
course, still occurs but is less socially acceptable). Thus, aversive 
racists, “sympathize with victims of past injustice, support the 
principle of racial equality, and regard themselves as nonprejudiced, 
but, at the same time, possess negative feelings and beliefs…which 
may be unconscious” (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004, p. 3).  

 
b. Aversive racism involves a conflict between a desire to be egalitarian 

and negative associations with particular people based on their racial 
group membership. Because aversive racists desire not to display bias, 
they often do not recognize their own prejudices (Dovidio & Gaertner, 
2004). When a behavior would be clearly interpreted as racial bias, it is 
unlikely that aversive racists would engage in this behavior (e.g., 
selecting a less qualified White candidate over a more qualified Black 
candidate). However, when the situation is ambiguous, aversive 
racism becomes more likely because racial bias can be expressed 
while maintaining one’s sense of oneself as unbiased. As a result, 
certain types of situations lead aversive racism to be expressed more 
easily. In particular, aversive racism is most likely “when the 
normative structure is weak, when the guidelines for appropriate 
behavior are unclear, when the basis for social judgment is vague, or 
when one’s actions can be justified or rationalized on the basis of 
some other factor than race” (Pearson, Dovidio, & Gaertner, 2009, p.5). 
 

c. Because aversive racism involves a conflict between negative beliefs 
and a desire to be egalitarian, aversive racism can manifest with an 
avoidance of discussing race-related topics. This is because talking 
about race raises the concern among aversive racists that they may 
say something that could be perceived as racially biased or 
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discriminatory (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004; Sue, 2013). This desire to 
appear egalitarian mixed with negative beliefs about certain races can 
thus lead to an avoidance of interracial interactions.  

 
d. So that aversive racists can maintain their view of themselves as 

unbiased, aversive racism often involves the use of race-neutral 
justifications or rationalizations for the expression of prejudice 
(Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Crandall & Eshelman, 2003). In fact, 
aversive racism “is hypothesized to characterize the racial attitudes of 
many whites who endorse egalitarian values, who regard themselves 
as nonprejudiced, but who discriminate in subtle, rationalizable ways” 
(Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000, p. 315). These rationalizations are 
particularly pernicious in that they enable the perpetrator to maintain 
their view that they are acting in unbiased ways and thus they 
continue to exhibit bias in the future. 
 

e. Aversive racism often involves post-hoc rationalizations of biased 
behavior. In particular, when situations are ambiguous, aversive 
racism can lead people to make biased decisions and then selectively 
garner evidence for their biased decision (Norton, Vandello, & Darley, 
2004) or redefine the criteria for success (Uhlmann & Cohen, 2005). In 
one study, those participants who were thought to be higher in 
aversive racism remembered less of an Asian candidate’s positive 
qualities than those thought to be lower in aversive racism (Son Hing, 
Chung-Yan, Hamilton, & Zanna, 2008). 

 
f. Colorblind ideology reinforces aversive racism. Colorblind ideology is 

the idea that people should be treated as individuals independent of 
their racial group membership. As such, part of colorblind ideology is 
the denial differences based on race.  Although this perspective may 
sound as if it reinforces racial equality (Knowles et al., 2009), an 
increasing amount of research indicates that colorblind practices 
actually reinforce inequality rather than minimizing it (Neville, Awad, 
Brooks, Flores, & Bluemel, 2013). In fact, avoiding talking about race 
can actually lead to the increased expression of subtle forms of 
prejudice (Apfelbaum, Sommers, & Norton, 2008; Chow & Knowles, 
2016) and support institutional racism (Neville et al., 2013). Consistent 
with this emerging research, the American Psychological Association 
described color-blind racial ideology as a symptom of, rather than an 
antidote to, racial discrimination (APA, Presidential Task Force on 
Preventing Discrimination and Promoting Diversity, 2012). 
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g. Aversive racism can lead to the expression of microaggressions. 
Microaggressions are “brief, everyday exchanges that send 
denigrating messages to people of color because they belong to a 
racial minority group” (Sue et al., 2007, p. 273). Because 
microaggressions can often be subtle, this means they can be more 
easily rationalized or justified with race-neutral justifications than 
overt racial aggressions. Thus, those who express microaggressions 
can display bias while still maintaining a view of themselves as 
unbiased. Critically, microaggressions have been shown to create 
hostile work and social environments and harm both the physical and 
mental health of those who experience them (Sue, 2010).  
 

3. International students may be at a particularly high risk for experiencing aversive 
racism. 

 
a. Research indicates that international students are more likely to 

experience microaggressions (Sue et al., 2007) than non-international 

students (Kim & Kim, 2010). In particular, Kim and Kim (2010) noted 
three common types of microaggressions experienced by international 
students: classroom ascription of unintelligence, pathologizing 
communication styles, and invalidating international issues and 
perspectives. 
 

III. Noteworthy Facts of the Case and their Relation to Aversive Racism [My 
professional opinions are bracketed.] 
 
The following section highlights events that occurred between the time that Mr. Jun Yu 
was accepted into Idaho State University’s (ISU) Clinical Psychology Ph.D. Program in 
2008 to his dismissal (and appeal of his dismissal) from the program in Spring 2013. At 
the time of dismissal, Mr. Yu had successfully completed all requirements for a Ph.D. in 
Clinical Psychology except for a clinical internship. As a result of the dismissal, Mr. Yu 
did not receive his Ph.D. and had to cancel an interview for a job as an Assistant 
Professor of Psychology with Beijing Normal University. 
 

1. In 2008 Mr. Yu was admitted to the Idaho State University (ISU) Clinical 
Psychology Ph.D. program. In his application materials, Mr. Yu expressed his 
desire to receive his doctoral training in the United States and ultimately return 
to practice in China (Plaintiff Documents 000334-000335). [Opinion: Mr. Yu was 
a driven individual who was admitted to a Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program 
in the United States in his non-native language of English. Being admitted to 
Ph.D. programs in general, and in Clinical Psychology in particular, is very 
competitive in the United States. Mr. Yu’s successful application is consistent 
with a strong command of the English language. Mr. Yu was also clear in his 
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goals. Throughout his doctoral training, Mr. Yu consistently conveyed his 
desire to be trained in the United States and return to practice in China.] 

 
2. To be admitted to the doctoral program at ISU, Mr. Yu needed an 80 on his 

TOEFL. Mr. Yu exceeded this minimum requirement receiving a 94 (Plaintiff 
Documents 000066). Mr. Yu also received a 600 on the verbal portion of his GRE. 
This information was later misreported by his supervisor, Dr. Roberts, in 
response to a complaint filed by Mr. Yu against the ISU Psychology Department 
(ISU Documents 0197): “our concerns at admission were his poor GRE Verbal 
score (410; 34th percentile).” In fact, Mr. Yu took the GRE multiple times (as is 
common) and his highest verbal score was 600 or the 85th percentile. [Opinion: 
Mr. Yu demonstrated a command of the English language that exceeded the 
standards for admission into the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program. In 
response to Mr. Yu’s complaint against the ISU Psychology Department, Dr. 
Roberts selectively reported Mr. Yu’s lower verbal GRE score. As stated by Dr. 
Leslie Zorwick in the Plaintiff’s expert witness report, this type of selective 
remembering of negative (rather than positive) qualities of minority 
candidates is consistent with aversive racism.] 
 

3. In Fall 2008, the Clinical Training Committee (CTC) reported that Dr. Roberts 
would be Mr. Yu’s dissertation chair and academic advisor. During this 
semester, Mr. Yu also had one-on-one English tutoring sessions to improve his 
English. [Opinion: Mr. Yu took advantage of the opportunity to practice his 
spoken English when this opportunity was made available to him. In the 
Defendant’s expert witness report, Dr. Dru Gladney noted that Mr. Yu 
“knowingly refused” to take advantage of opportunities given to him in his 
program. Inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claim, Mr. Yu took advantage of this 
opportunity to improve his spoken English.] 
 

4. In Mr. Yu’s first three years in the program (Fall 2008 to Spring 2011), he 
consistently received evaluations by the CTC stating, “The committee finds Jun’s 
academic and professional progress to be satisfactory.” Mr. Yu also received all 
As and Bs in his classes and was marked as in “Good Standing” on his 
transcripts from Fall 2008 until his dismissal in Spring 2013 (Plaintiff Documents 
000983-000991). [Opinion: Mr. Yu received the consistent feedback that he was 
meeting expectations of ISU faculty and the CTC as he progressed through his 
doctoral training.] 
 

5. In Spring 2010 the ISU Psychology Department nominated Mr. Yu for an 
externship at Psychological Assessment Services (PAS) run by Dr. John 
Christensen. Mr. Yu subsequently interviewed with Dr. Christensen. After the 
interview, Dr. Christensen raised a concern about degree equivalency for the 
purposes of billing given that Mr. Yu’s Masters was completed in China. Dr. 
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Roberts and Mr. Yu demonstrated the equivalency of Mr. Yu’s Masters from 
China, resolving this concern. Subsequently, Dr. Christensen denied Mr. Yu the 
externship due to perceived deficits in language fluency (ISU Documents 0141). 
[Opinion: It is unclear why Dr. Christensen raised the billing issue if he didn’t 
think that Mr. Yu had adequate language fluency for the job. Dr. Christensen’s 
expressed concern with billing is consistent with the use of a race-neutral 
justification to express bias toward Mr. Yu. As described in Dr. Zorwick’s 
expert report, using race-neutral justifications to justify biased behavior is 
consistent with aversive racism. As a result, Mr. Yu was denied an 
opportunity. Thus, Dr. Gladney’s conclusion that Mr. Yu was afforded “every 
opportunity to succeed” is not supported.] 
 

6. In Spring 2010, Dr. Atkins, an adjunct professor for ISU, supervised Mr. Yu in a 
practicum. Dr. Atkins allowed Mr. Yu to see clients in this practicum and 
awarded Mr. Yu a B and all “Meets” or “Exceeds” expectations except for 1 
“Below” expectations. This “Below” expectations was given for “ability to form a 
working alliance with patients.” In Summer 2010, Mr. Yu completed another 
practicum with Dr. Atkins and saw clients. Dr. Atkins awarded Mr. Yu an A and 
awarded Mr. Yu a “Meets” expectations for “ability to form a working alliance 
with patients.” [Opinion: Dr. Atkins allowed Mr. Yu to see clients in two 
practicums. Dr. Atkins provided Mr. Yu with the feedback that he was 
improving in his work with clients. By the end of the Summer 2010 practicum, 
initial concerns with alliance building were no longer a concern of Dr. Atkins. 
This was indicated by awarding Mr. Yu an A and all “Meets” and “Exceeds” 
expectations in the Summer 2010 practicum including for “ability to form a 
working alliance with patients.”] 

 
7. In Fall 2010, Mr. Yu passed his qualifying exam, advanced to become a doctoral 

candidate, and taught an undergraduate course in Developmental Psychology. 
During this time, Dr. Cellucci also supervised Mr. Yu in a practicum. Dr. Cellucci 
awarded Mr. Yu an A and provided all “Meets” or “Exceeds” expectations 
including for the item “ability to form a working alliance with patients.” In his 
evaluation he described Mr. Yu in the following way: “related well with both 
patients…easy to supervise…hungry for feedback” (Plaintiff Documents 000879). 
[Opinion: Mr. Yu continued to demonstrate success in his program including 
an ability to work with clients clinically and form alliances with those clients 
in English. This was communicated by both Dr. Atkins in Summer 2010 and 
Dr. Cellucci in Fall 2010. Furthermore, Mr. Yu was entrusted to teach an 
undergraduate course in English. This indicates that the ISU faculty felt his 
English fluency was adequate to teach a college-level course. Dr. Cellucci 
further described Mr. Yu as hungry for feedback. This is inconsistent with Dr. 
Gladney’s claim that “Mr. Yu knowingly refused to take advantage” of the 
opportunities provided to him by ISU faculty. Instead, Mr. Yu was actively 
seeking opportunities to improve.] 
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8. In Spring 2011, Mr. Yu taught an undergraduate course on Tests and 

Measurements. He also completed a practicum with Dr. Seikel for which he 
earned an A. Dr. Seikel gave Mr. Yu all “Meets” or “Exceeds” expectations 
except for two “Below” expectations. One of these was for “ability to form a 
working alliance with patients.” However, Dr. Seikel also admitted that the 
drop-out rate of Mr. Yu’s student clients could have been due to “prejudice on 
the clients’ side” (ISU Documents 0076). In her evaluation, Dr. Seikel praised Mr. 
Yu as “diligent, committed, and hard-working…always on time…wrote progress 
notes in a timely and accurate way…did research to find appropriate 
intervention options…totally non-defensive in accepting supervisory 
feedback…conceptualizations were accurate and sophisticated” (ISU Documents 
0076). [Opinion: By allowing Mr. Yu to teach another undergraduate course, 
ISU faculty again communicated that Mr. Yu’s spoken English was adequate to 
teach a college-level course. Mr. Yu was described as receptive to feedback and 
awarded an A in his practicum. Although Dr. Seikel noted a concern with 
alliance building, she also admitted that this could be linked to clients’ 
prejudice. The possibility that Mr. Yu might have experienced prejudice from 
his clients is consistent with research which indicates that international 
students may face exactly this obstacle (Lee, 2013).] 
 

9. In Mr. Yu’s semi-annual Spring 2011 evaluation by the CTC, the CTC stated that 
as Mr. Yu searched for internships, he “must identify sites in which his Chinese 
language is a strength rather than a liability” (ISU Documents 0620). Dr. Roberts 
reiterated this sentiment in his testimony in front of the graduate student council 
in 2013 (ISU Documents 0270). [Opinion: As mentioned in Dr. Zorwick’s report, 
pathologizing communication styles is a common microaggression 
experienced by international students. By referencing Chinese as a liability, 
the CTC and Dr. Roberts pathologize Mr. Yu’s Chinese language.] 

 
10. In Summer 2011, Mr. Yu completed a clinical trial of Behavioral Family Therapy 

for his dissertation in China. Mr. Yu only needed to recruit 10 families. Mr. Yu 
recruited 19 families, all of whom completed their sessions with him (Plaintiff 
document 000295). In addition the families rated their satisfaction with Mr. Yu at 
5.4-5.5 out of 6 (Plaintiff Document 000377-000379). Dr. Roberts, in a 
recommendation for Mr. Yu, praised this success as “a most impressive 
accomplishment for a pre-intern in a clinical psychology program” (ISU 
Document 0670). [Opinion: Mr. Yu demonstrated immense success in a clinical 
setting in China. All clients returned and evaluated Mr. Yu very highly. It is 
quite rare to have such a high return rate for a clinical trial. The fact that all 
families completed the trial, along with providing very high evaluations of 
Mr. Yu, speaks to the quality of Mr. Yu’s clinical work.] 
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11. In Fall 2011, Mr. Yu enrolled in another practicum with Dr. Atkins. Dr. Atkins 
had supervised Mr. Yu in two previous practicums (Spring 2010; Summer 2010) 
for which she allowed Mr. Yu to see patients independently and gave him a B 
and an A respectively—demonstrating improvement. In the Summer 2010 
practicum she also awarded Mr. Yu all “Meets” and “Exceeds” expectations in 
her evaluation of his performance (ISU Documents 0061-0699). In Fall 2011, Dr. 
Atkins did not give Mr. Yu a syllabus, nor did she allow him to see clients. Her 
stated reason was that she was not comfortable with his English. [Opinion: Dr. 
Atkins either redefined what it meant to be successful with clients or 
selectively forgot the positive qualities of Mr. Yu’s previous clinical work. 
These behaviors are arbitrary, capricious, and consistent with aversive racism. 
Further, the behavior of Dr. Atkins was inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claim 
that ISU faculty provided Mr. Yu “every opportunity to succeed.” In contrast, 
Dr. Atkins, an adjunct professor for ISU, denied Mr. Yu the opportunity to 
work with clients in a clinical setting.] 

 
12. In Fall 2011, Dr. Cellucci wrote a recommendation for Mr. Yu that stated “early 

concerns regarding English pronunciation and fluency did not present 
problems…Jun was easy to supervise and actually wanted feedback…Jun 
acquired good assessment skills and competencies and is very familiar with 
standard testing” (ISU Documents 0069-0702). [Opinion: Dr. Cellucci’s feedback 
indicated that Mr. Yu demonstrated psychological competency and linguistic 
competency. This is in conflict with Dr. Gladney’s comment that the ISU 
faculty was concerned with Mr. Yu’s psychological competency.] 
 

13. In Fall 2011, Dr. Roberts wrote Mr. Yu a recommendation for the APPIC. In this 
evaluation, Dr. Roberts stated: “Jun’s professional development has also 
proceeded well…he has worked for seven different supervisors. All have 
indicated he met or exceeded expectations for his developmental level on 
virtually all rated professional skills, with two exceptions. Given his international 
background and Chinese accent, two supervisors believed his alliance building 
skills were below expectations…I did not detect that problem…I recommend 
him to you without reservation” (ISU Document 0670). [Opinion: In his 
recommendation, Dr. Roberts indicated that Mr. Yu was prepared to see clients 
in a clinical setting, and also indicated that any previous concerns with Mr. 
Yu’s ability to work with clients in English were no longer of concern. This 
review of Mr. Yu is inconsistent with the ultimate justification given for Mr. 
Yu’s dismissal from the program, and inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claim 
that the ISU faculty was concerned with Mr. Yu’s psychological competency. 
The shift from how Mr. Yu is described in this evaluation to how ISU faculty 
described Mr. Yu after dismissing him from the program is consistent with the 
creation of post-hoc rationalizations of discriminatory behavior consistent 
with aversive racism.] 
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14. In Fall 2011, Mr. Yu was supervised by Dr. Landers in an externship at the 
Behavioral Health Center at Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center. After 
slightly more than two months, Dr. Landers suddenly dismissed Mr. Yu without 
discussing his concerns about Mr. Yu’s performance with Mr. Yu. During the 
October 2, 2013 hearing before the graduate council, Dr. Roberts reported,  
“And for all we knew things were going along swimmingly…So we were 
surprised when I got a phone call, and then a subsequent documentation from 
Dr. Landers that Dr. Landers was going to dismiss him and that was not a 
choice” (ISU Documents 0270). The dismissal letter stated that Mr. Yu was 
“unable to grasp the communication nuances” (ISU Documents 0035). After 
dismissing Mr. Yu, Dr. Landers did not write his evaluation of Mr. Yu until ten 
days later. Dr. Landers noted in his evaluation, “given his desire to return to 
China and specialize in parent/child training, he is probably right where he 
needs to be in this regard” (ISU Documents 0039). Dr. Landers ultimately 
admitted in a phone conversation with Dr. Roberts that “daily feedback may 
have been too indirect” (ISU Documents 0114-0115). [Opinion: As mentioned in 
Dr. Zorwick’s report, aversive racism often leads to the avoidance of interracial 
interactions. Thus, Dr. Landers’ lack of direct communication with Mr. Yu 
about his concerns is consistent with aversive racism. The lack of direct 
communication also denied Mr. Yu the opportunity to address those concerns. 
Additionally, Dr. Landers wrote his evaluation of Mr. Yu after dismissing him. 
This is consistent with the creation of post-hoc rationalizations to justify 
biased behavior. Such a use of post-hoc rationalizations is consistent with 
aversive racism. Finally, it is noteworthy that Dr. Landers expressed that Mr. 
Yu was on track to do clinical work successfully in China. In their reply to Mr. 
Yu’s appeal of his dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program, 
ISU faculty ultimately rationalized this dismissal by expressing a concern that 
Mr. Yu might cause harm to clients in China. This stated concern is 
inconsistent with the feedback of Dr. Landers.] 

 
15. In Fall 2011 Mr. Yu was enrolled in a practicum with Dr. Lynch. At the end of the 

semester, Dr. Lynch assigned Mr. Yu an “I” saying that “he has really only truly 
been directly engaged with clients in the last month of the semester.” Dr. Lynch 
wrote, “If Jun does not carry out additional work, his current efforts reflect 
performance + skills equivalent to a ‘B’” (ISU Documents 0082). Dr. Lynch 
ultimately gave Mr. Yu an A- for this practicum after Mr. Yu completed the 
remaining work.  Later in her testimony for the graduate council hearing in 2013, 
Dr. Lynch described concerns about Mr. Yu’s way of dealing with a client in 
crisis during this practicum (ISU Documents 0274). [Opinion: Dr. Lynch’s 
feedback to Mr. Yu appears arbitrary and capricious. Directly after supervising 
Mr. Yu, she indicated that Mr. Yu was making positive progress. She indicated 
this by awarding Mr. Yu an A- rather than the B she was originally going to 
award him. However, in the graduate council hearing, Dr. Lynch shifted to 
expressing deep concerns about Mr. Yu’s performance during the Fall 2011 
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practicum. As noted by Dr. Zorwick’s report, this later critique is consistent 
with misremembering minority candidates as worse than they are—a behavior 
consistent with aversive racism. It is also consistent with the use of post-hoc 
rationalizations to justify the dismissal of Mr. Yu. As indicated by Dr. Zorwick 
in her report, the use of post-hoc rationalizations to justify biased behavior is 
consistent with aversive racism.] 

 
16. In her evaluation of Mr. Yu for the Fall 2011 practicum, Dr. Lynch claimed that 

Mr. Yu “seldom offered thoughts or insights without prompting” and noted in 
her evaluation that Mr. Yu seemed disengaged when he looked at course 
materials during discussions (ISU Documents 0708). Dr. Lynch later said that she 
used a colorblind approach as a supervisor. More generally, the ISU faculty 
reported that they used a colorblind approach when working with Mr. Yu. In 
particular, ISU faculty stated that they used the same “model for applying for 
internships, the same external review, and the same process for notification of 
limitations. Nothing was done that was specific to him” (ISU Document 0272). 
[Opinion: As indicated by Dr. Gladney in his report, Chinese students in 
America are likely to have unique experiences because of their background. 
Dr. Lynch held Mr. Yu to the standards expected of White, Western, native 
English speakers and thus failed to acknowledge the ways that Mr. Yu may 
have had unique experiences due to his race and culture. This was confirmed 
by Dr. Lynch when she said that she used a colorblind approach when 
working with Mr. Yu. However, such colorblind approaches often backfire 
and lead to greater expression of bias (Apfelbaum, Sommers, & Norton, 2008).] 
 

17. In December 2011, Mr. Yu filed a complaint alleging discrimination based on race 
and national origin from Dr. Roberts, Dr. Lynch and Dr. Atkins to the Idaho 
Department of Labor, Human Rights Commission (IHRC). [Opinion: Dr. 
Roberts continued to supervise Mr. Yu from this point on. Thus all further 
events and evaluations should be considered in light of this information.] 

 
18. In Spring 2012, Dr. Roberts and Dr. Haight (under the supervision of Dr. Roberts) 

supervised Mr. Yu for a practicum. They compared him to other White students 
in their evaluation and gave him four “Below” expectations. They did not 
describe the reason for these “Below” ratings or give a plan to address these 
concerns. [Opinion: The ability to provide negative feedback without 
justification provides an opportunity for aversive racism to occur. 
Furthermore, the lack of remediation plan or explanation along with “Below” 
ratings prevented Mr. Yu from improving. The evaluation form states that 
“Below” ratings will be accompanied by an educational action plan. Thus, the 
lack of feedback given to Mr. Yu about these “Below” ratings is inconsistent 
with Dr. Gladney’s claim that ISU faculty “bent over backwards” to help Mr. 
Yu. Instead, ISU faculty failed to give Mr. Yu the basic feedback that the 
program stipulated should be given to all students.] 
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19. In Spring 2012, Mr. Yu did not match through the APPIC. The CTC offered him 

three possible internship options: to reapply through the APPIC, to create his 
own APPIC-equivalent internship in the United States or to create an APPIC-
equivalent internship in China. The CTC and Dr. Roberts conveyed the 
preference that Mr. Yu complete his internship in China calling it a “more viable 
option” (ISU Documents 0198). Although Mr. Yu remained committed to 
wanting to ultimately practice in China, he wanted to complete his training in 
the United States. Thus Mr. Yu chose the second option and found two sites who 
agreed to work with him by July 2012. The department provided no help to Mr. 
Yu in finding an APPIC-equivalent internship in the United States. [Opinion: In 
regard to Mr. Yu’s failure to match through the APPIC, a report by the APA 
(APA, 2010) stated “summary data of the Association of Psychology 
Postdoctorate and Internship Centers (APPIC) suggest...an increase in the 
proportion of unmatched internship applicants who are ethnic minorities.” 
This is consistent with structural challenges such as racism that may prevent 
ethnic minorities from matching. Dr. Roberts and the CTC’s advice that Mr. Yu 
should complete his internship in China contradicted their ultimate 
justification for dismissal in which they stated a belief that Mr. Yu would 
harm clients in China. Furthermore, the ISU faculty did not help Mr. Yu find 
an internship in the United States. This is inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s 
claim that ISU faculty gave Mr. Yu “every opportunity to succeed” and “bent 
over backwards” to help Mr. Yu. Instead, this is evidence that Mr. Yu made his 
own opportunities.] 
 

20. In Summer 2012, Mr. Yu successfully defended his dissertation in English. This 
dissertation involved a clinical trial completed in China. In a letter of 
recommendation for the APPIC, Dr. Roberts said that Mr. Yu performed 
“virtually independently in performing a clinical trial” in China which he labeled 
“a most impressive accomplishment for a pre-intern in a clinical psychology 
program” (ISU Document 0670). [Opinion: In his report, Dr. Gladney concludes 
that the ISU faculty was concerned with Mr. Yu’s psychological competency. 
Mr. Yu’s successful completion of a clinical trial in China as well as his 
successful oral defense of his dissertation in English is inconsistent with the 
claim that Mr. Yu lacks psychological competency. Furthermore, the success of 
Mr. Yu’s clinical trial in China is inconsistent with ISU faculty’s ultimate 
justification for Mr. Yu’s dismissal in which they stated a belief that Mr. Yu 
would harm clients in China. Thus, this justification for Mr. Yu’s dismissal 
seems to be a post-hoc rationalization of dismissing Mr. Yu rather than a valid 
concern. The use of post-hoc rationalizations is consistent with aversive 
racism.] 

 

21. In Spring 2012, Mr. Yu created an APPIC-equivalent internship with the 
Cleveland Clinic under the supervision of Dr. Speer and Dr. Frazier. Mr. Yu also 
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planned to work with Dr. Chase in her private practice. The plan was for Mr. Yu 
to have one hour of supervision per week with each supervisor. An external 
evaluator of the contract (Dr. Jill Hedt of Idaho VA) pointed out that the contract 
was missing due process and grievance procedures. Dr. Roberts and others in 
ISU’s administration did not remedy this. Further, Mr. Yu was not given an 
opportunity to review and accept the final contract. [Opinion: ISU faculty not 
only did not help Mr. Yu find an APPIC-equivalent internship in the United 
States, but also failed to help him when his contract was missing due process 
and grievance procedures. This is inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s assessment 
that ISU faculty “bent over backwards” to help Mr. Yu.] 

 
22. In Spring 2013, Mr. Yu began his internship with the Cleveland Clinic and Dr. 

Chase in her private practice. This delay between when Mr. Yu established the 
internship (July 2012) and when he started (Spring 2013) was due to the CTC not 
meeting to review the internship application in time for Mr. Yu to begin earlier 
(despite Mr. Yu’s request). Only two weeks into the internship, Dr. Frazier 
stopped supervising Mr. Yu. Around the same time, Dr. Speer began 
communicating concerns about Mr. Yu to Dr. Roberts telling him that Mr. Yu 
“was not as far along as expected.” These concerns were not conveyed directly to 
Mr. Yu.  In response to her concerns, Dr. Roberts recommended that Dr. Speer do 
a baseline evaluation. Dr. Speer did a baseline evaluation. However, Dr. Speer 
still did not convey her concerns to Mr. Yu. Then Dr. Speer decreased her one 
hour supervision time to 30 minutes.  Dr. Speer ultimately dismissed Mr. Yu 
from the internship. Dr. Speer did not write her evaluation of Mr. Yu until after 
the dismissal. In this justification she noted both that Mr. Yu “accepts feedback 
well” and also that he is “unaware of own limitations.” Later, Dr. Speer admitted 
to Mr. Yu that “she could have been clearer about her expectations” (Plaintiff 
Documents 000307).  [Opinion: The delay in approving Mr. Yu’s internship by 
the CTC was inconsistent with the graduate studies manual which states that 
the CTC will meet as needed. Failing to meet in a timely fashion to approve 
Mr. Yu’s internship, and thus delaying his start date, is consistent with using 
race-neutral justifications for expressing racial animus. Additionally, Dr. 
Speer did not directly communicate with Mr. Yu about her concerns with his 
progress. This lack of communication is consistent with aversive racism. The 
combination of not providing clear feedback to Mr. Yu and then saying he was 
unaware of his own limitations set Mr. Yu up to fail. Additionally, the act of 
dismissing Mr. Yu and writing an evaluation of Mr. Yu after the dismissal is 
consistent with creating post-hoc rationalizations of biased behavior. This is 
consistent with aversive racism. Consistent with Dr. Zorwick’s report, Mr. Yu 
was placed in a position where standards of success were not communicated 
with him and were thus unclear. This is the type of situation that increases the 
chances that aversive racism will be expressed. Inconsistent with Dr. 
Gladney’s report, ISU faculty did not “bend over backwards” to help Mr. Yu. 
Instead ISU faculty provided little help to Mr. Yu when he was setting up his 
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internship, delayed the approval of his internship arbitrarily, and failed to 
help him when Dr. Speer expressed concerns about his performance.] 

 
23. In Spring 2013, Dr. Chase gave a positive evaluation of Mr. Yu’s work in her 

private practice, which included seeing clients clinically (ISU Documents 0530). 
Dr. Roberts did not consult with Dr. Chase when investigating Mr. Yu’s 
dismissal from the Cleveland Clinic. The Psychology Department justified not 
considering Dr. Chase’s evaluation of Mr. Yu by saying that Dr. Chase had not 
seen Mr. Yu in “face-to-face service provision with clients”(ISU Document 0641). 
However Dr. Chase referenced working directly with Mr. Yu and clients. 
[Opinion: More weight was given to negative evaluations of Mr. Yu than 
positive evaluations of Mr. Yu.  The greater weight given to information which 
justified Mr. Yu’s dismissal from the Cleveland Clinic is consistent with 
rationalizing biased behavior. These types of rationalizations are consistent 
with aversive racism.] 

 
24. In Spring 2013 after his dismissal from the Cleveland Clinic, Mr. Yu arranged an 

opportunity for an internship in China, which he presented to Dr. Roberts and 
the CTC. [Opinion: Inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claim that Mr. Yu 
“knowingly refused” to take advantage of opportunities, Mr. Yu created his 
own opportunity for another internship. Of note, this internship was arranged 
to be in China as the CTC and Dr. Roberts had originally wanted.] 
 

25. In Spring 2013, Mr. Yu was denied the opportunity to complete the internship in 
China and was dismissed from the ISU Clinical Psychology program. The 
dismissal was based on the criterion that two-thirds of the ISU faculty voted that 
Mr. Yu was not making “satisfactory progress” in the program (ISU Documents 
0804). At the time of dismissal, Mr. Yu had applied for graduation and had 
completed all requirements for a Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology except for his 
internship. ISU faculty provided the following rationale for the dismissal: “It is 
the opinion of the Clinical Training Committee, based on Mr. Yu's objective 
record and the qualitative reports of multiple supervisors in multiple sites, that 
his poor performance is not simply a matter of poor linguistic communication 
with English-speaking patients and supervisors, it appears that Mr. Yu lacks 
sufficient perspective-taking skills and conceptual abilities to become a clinical 
psychologist. Specifically, he seems unaware of the impact of his behavior on 
patients and supervisors alike, failing to appreciate the perspectives of those 
critical audiences. Second, he appears unable to conceptualize a patient's current 
bio-psycho-social functions through the normal professional processes of 
integrating information obtained from interviewing, psychometric testing, direct 
observation, intervention trials, and individual and cultural differences. Third, 
he appears unable to adjust a professional course of action in response to patient 
needs, e.g., unable to notice and respond to patient distress in the moment. 
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Finally, he seems to lack insight into his own shortcomings, resulting in 
ineffectual problem solving and unsuccessful conflict negotiation” (ISU 
Documents 0625-0626). [Opinion: Mr. Yu received positive feedback from 2008-
2012 on his progress in the Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program as reviewed 
above. Mr. Yu received all As and Bs in his courses. Multiple advisors 
indicated that Mr. Yu demonstrated competence in his ability to communicate 
with supervisors in English and work with clients clinically in English. In fact, 
this was overtly stated by Dr. Roberts in the APPIC recommendation he wrote 
for Mr. Yu. Dr. Roberts also stated in the APPIC recommendation that any 
concerns with Mr. Yu’s ability to build alliances with patients were no longer 
of concern. There was also evidence that Mr. Yu was easy to supervise and 
even “hungry” for feedback. The selective use of negative feedback (in the 
face of overwhelmingly positive feedback) in justifying Mr. Yu’s dismissal 
from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program is consistent with aversive 
racism. Additionally, the fact that neither the ISU graduate school catalog nor 
the ISU clinical psychology handbook states clearly what “satisfactory 
progress” is, provides a situation with ambiguous standards. This is exactly 
the type of situation in which aversive racism is most likely to emerge.] 

 
26. Mr. Yu appealed his dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program. 

In their rejection of his appeal, the faculty provided the following as part of their 
justification: “The Graduate Faculty is convinced that a fourth “chance” (i.e., an 
Internship in China) is unwarranted and might put Chinese patients at risk of 
harm”(ISU Documents 0300). [Opinion: ISU faculty’s claim that Mr. Yu could 
cause harm to patients in China is a post-hoc rationalization of his dismissal 
from the program. This rationalization is inconsistent with any other feedback 
that Mr. Yu received about his ability to practice in China. Instead, Mr. Yu 
consistently received the feedback that he would excel working with clients in 
China. This was evidenced by Mr. Yu’s success completing a clinical trial in 
China for his dissertation; by Dr. Roberts’ praise for Mr. Yu’s success 
completing a clinical trial in China; by Dr. Landers’ statements that Mr. Yu is 
“right where he needs to be” in order to successfully work with clients in 
China; and by the CTC and Dr. Roberts’ push for Mr. Yu to complete his 
internship in China. Furthermore, Mr. Yu was never told that the Cleveland 
Clinic internship would be his last chance for an internship before being 
dismissed. Mr. Yu was also never placed on probation. Thus, there is both no 
evidence that Mr. Yu would cause harm to patients in China and no reason to 
deny him the opportunity to complete his internship in China. In fact, all 
evidence indicates that Mr. Yu would be quite successful practicing clinically 
in China. The post-hoc rationale that Mr. Yu could harm patients in China 
does not fit with any of the other feedback given to Mr. Yu. The use of this 
post-hoc rationalization for his dismissal is consistent with aversive racism.] 
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IV. Summary of Opinions as They Relate to the Defendant’s Expert Witness Report 
and the Attached “White Paper on Dismissed Chinese Students in the United States.” 
 

1. In his report, Dr. Gladney claims that the conduct of ISU faculty was not 
“aversively racist.” Dr. Zorwick, in her report, concludes that the behaviors of 
ISU faculty and other supervisors toward Mr. Yu suggest that aversive racism 
may have been present. In my opinion, the facts of the case indicate that ISU 
faculty and other supervisors of Mr. Yu behaved in ways consistent with 
aversive racism as summarized below. 
 

a. The several times that ISU faculty and other supervisors of Mr. Yu 
awarded Mr. Yu ratings of  “Below” expectations, they often did not 
explain these “Below” ratings and did not provide specific strategies 
for Mr. Yu to improve on these concerns. The evaluation form 
indicates that “Below” ratings will be explained and educational action 
plans will be made. Mr. Yu was not given clear educational action 
plans for any “Below” ratings. Consistent with Dr. Zorwick’s report, 
the resulting ambiguity in standards of success is consistent with the 
type of situation that makes aversive racism more likely.  
 

b. ISU faculty’s arbitrary and capricious shifts in evaluations of Mr. Yu 
are consistent with aversive racism.  

 
c. Dr. Lynch admitted to using a colorblind strategy in working with Mr. 

Yu. ISU faculty more generally also communicated that they used a 
colorblind strategy in working with Mr. Yu. As reviewed in Dr. 
Zorwick’s report, the use of colorblind ideology is consistent with 
aversive racism. 

 
d. Despite being described as “hungry for feedback,” Mr. Yu was not 

given direct feedback from supervisors, including Dr. Landers and Dr. 
Speer who dismissed him. Both of these supervisors admitted they 
were not as direct as they could have been with Mr. Yu.  Without 
providing Mr. Yu feedback, he was not given the opportunity to 
address concerns. As reported by Dr. Zorwick, a lack of direct 
communication of expectations and a general avoidance of 
interracial interactions are both consistent with aversive racism. 

 
e. When dismissed from the externship with Dr. Landers and the 

internship at the Cleveland Clinic, evaluations of Mr. Yu’s 
performance were created after, rather than before, his dismissal. This 
is consistent with the creation of post-hoc rationalizations of biased 
behavior. Likewise, the claim by ISU faculty that Mr. Yu might cause 
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harm to clients in China in their denial of Mr. Yu’s appeal of his 
dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program is 
inconsistent with any other feedback Mr. Yu received up until that 
point. Thus, this claim is consistent with the use of a post-hoc 
rationalization for his dismissal. As discussed by Dr. Zorwick in her 
report, the use of post-hoc rationalizations is consistent with aversive 
racism. 

 
f. In justifying his dismissal from both the internship and the ISU 

Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program, ISU faculty selectively referenced 
negative evaluations of Mr. Yu (despite the majority of his 
evaluations being positive). They even overtly refused to consider 
positive evaluations given by Dr. Chase while giving substantial 
weight to the negative evaluations of Dr. Speer. As indicated in Dr. 
Zorwick’s report, both misremembering minority candidates as 
worse than they actually are and rationalizing biased behaviors are 
behaviors consistent with aversive racism.  
 

Thus, evidence from Mr. Yu’s case is inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claims 
that ISU faculty did not behave in a way that was “aversively racist.” Instead, 
consistent with Dr. Zorwick’s report, there was evidence of aversive racism 
by ISU faculty and other supervisors of Mr. Yu. This was evidenced through 
ambiguous standards of success, arbitrary and capricious shifts in 
evaluations, a lack of direct communication with Mr. Yu, the use of 
rationalizations for biased behavior, the use of a colorblind ideology, and the 
selective remembering of negative evaluations of Mr. Yu. 

 
2. Dr. Gladney claims that ISU faculty “bent over backwards to assist Mr. Yu” 

and that “Mr. Yu knowingly refused to take advantage” of the opportunities 
provided to him by ISU faculty. In fact, ISU faculty often created barriers to 
Mr. Yu’s success. Furthermore, Mr. Yu took advantage of the opportunities he 
was given and demonstrated a consistent desire and effort to improve. In 
direct opposition to Dr. Gladney’s claim, Mr. Yu independently created 
opportunities for himself when they were not provided by ISU faculty. 
 

a. When given the opportunity to practice English one-on-one in Fall 
2008, Mr. Yu took advantage of this opportunity. 

 
b. In multiple evaluations by supervisors, Mr. Yu is described as eager 

and receptive to feedback. For example, Dr. Cellucci described Mr. Yu 
as “easy to supervise and actually was [sic] wanted feedback.” Dr. 
Cellucci also described Mr. Yu as “hungry for feedback.” Dr. Seikel 
described Mr. Yu as “non-defensive.” Dr. Speer described Mr. Yu as 
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“…eager to learn and accepts feedback.” Dr. Chase described him as 
“…easy to work with” (Plaintiff Documents 000879-000880). Thus, Mr. 
Yu did take advantage of opportunities to improve. 

 
c. Mr. Yu created his own opportunity by successfully orchestrating and 

completing a clinical trial for his dissertation in China. 
 

d. When Mr. Yu wanted to create an APPIC-equivalent internship in the 
United States, he was not provided with support from the ISU faculty. 
Instead, despite the fact that the ISU Psychology Department’s 
graduate studies manual says that the CTC will meet as needed, the 
CTC did not meet in a timely fashion to review Mr. Yu’s internship 
application. This delayed Mr. Yu’s start date. This is inconsistent with 
ISU faculty providing “every opportunity” to Mr. Yu. Instead, Mr. Yu 
created his own opportunity and was hindered by the CTC in 
beginning this internship. 

 
e. When Dr. Roberts learned that Dr. Speer was dissatisfied with Mr. 

Yu’s performance, Dr. Roberts did not communicate this feedback to 
Mr. Yu. This behavior is inconsistent with “bending over backwards” 
for Mr. Yu. 

 
f. When Dr. Roberts learned that Mr. Yu’s APPIC-equivalent internship 

contract lacked due process and grievance procedures, he did not help 
Mr. Yu set up these protections. This behavior is inconsistent with 
“bending over backwards” for Mr. Yu. 

 
g. Mr. Yu created his own opportunity by setting up an internship 

opportunity with Shanghai Mental Health Center in China. ISU faculty 
denied Mr. Yu the opportunity to complete this internship by 
dismissing him from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program. 

 
h. Mr. Yu created his own opportunity by obtaining a job interview for a 

position as an Assistant Professor in Psychology with Beijing Normal 
University. ISU faculty denied Mr. Yu the opportunity for this 
interview by dismissing him from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. 
program. 

 
Thus, the problem was not that Mr. Yu did not take advantage of opportunities 
given to him. Instead he was denied opportunities by ISU faculty and 
supervisors. In fact, Mr. Yu also actively created his own opportunities for 
success.  
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3. Dr. Gladney claims that ISU faculty was concerned with “psychological 
competency” not “linguistic competency.” However, Mr. Yu, throughout his 
training, received feedback endorsing his psychological competency. Mr. Yu 
demonstrated psychological competency both in the United States and in 
China.   

 
a. Psychological competency in the United States. Mr. Yu received the 

consistent message that he was succeeding in his program. He received 
all As and Bs in his courses. Additionally, only 3.8% of ratings across 
his entire time in the program were “Below” expectations (Points for 
Consideration for the Graduate Council in the Appeal of Mr. Jun Yu, 
p.14). The main concern initially expressed by practicum supervisors 
was with Mr. Yu’s alliance building with clients. However, Dr. Seikel 
admitted that clients may not continue to work with Mr. Yu due to 
“prejudice on the clients’ side.” Moreover, supervisors who did 
express concerns with Mr. Yu’s clinical work ultimately expressed that 
Mr. Yu overcame this concern. For example, Dr. Atkins, after awarding 
Mr. Yu a “Below” expectations for alliance building in Spring 2010, 
gave him a “Meets” expectations for Summer 2010. Both Dr. Cellucci 
and Dr. Roberts noted in letters of recommendation that any concerns 
about alliance building or English fluency were “no longer a concern.” 
Thus, using a lack of psychological competency as justification for Mr. 
Yu’s dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program is 
consistent with the following indicators of aversive racism as reported 
by Dr. Zorwick: post-hoc rationalizations, remembering the negative 
(rather than positive) qualities of minority candidates, and capricious 
standards of what defines success. As reported by Dr. Zorwick, all of 
these factors are consistent with aversive racism. 
 

b. Psychological competency in China. Mr. Yu’s psychological 
competency when working with clients in China was never questioned 
throughout his time in the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program. 
Conversely, Mr. Yu both demonstrated success working with clients in 
China by completing a clinical trial in China as his dissertation work 
and received consistent feedback that he would excel working with 
clients in China. In fact, Dr. Landers, Dr. Cellucci, and Dr. Roberts all 
conveyed confidence in Mr. Yu’s ability to provide clinical services in 
China. Furthermore, both Dr. Roberts and the CTC encouraged Mr. Yu 
to complete his internship in China. It was only after Mr. Yu’s 
dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program that any 
concern about Mr. Yu’s ability to work with clients in China was 
raised. Thus, the comment that Mr. Yu might harm patients in China 
(as stated in ISU faculty’s denial of Mr. Yu’s appeal of his dismissal 
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from the graduate program) is strong evidence of an arbitrary and 
capricious post-hoc rationalization of his dismissal. This behavior is 
consistent with aversive racism. 

 
4. Dr. Gladney used his credentials in the “study of Chinese linguistic 

competence and Chinese ethnicity” as adding validity to his opinion that ISU 
faculty were not “aversively racist.” This credential is not relevant to aversive 
racism. Given that Dr. Gladney states that Mr. Yu’s dismissal was due to 
concerns with “psychological competency” rather than “linguistic 
competency,” it is unclear how these credentials relate to the case.  
 

5. Dr. Gladney states that “statistical studies have shown, however, a relatively 
high rate of failure for Chinese international students studying in the United 
States, and a high number of dismissals of Chinese students from both 
graduate and undergraduate programs.” The fact that other Chinese students 
have struggled in American schools does not refute the possibility that Mr. 
Yu was a victim of aversive racism. In fact, the systematic struggle of Chinese 
international students studying in the United States, as described by Dr. 
Gladney, is consistent with the way that racism manifests. Racism is a system 
of oppression that can (oftentimes unknowingly) affect the behavior of 
individuals (Tatum, 2001; Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004). 

 
6. Dr. Gladney attached a white paper entitled “White Paper on Dismissed 

Chinese Students in the United States” to his expert report. This white paper 
summarizes data that WholeRen Education, LLC Research Center collected. 
This data addresses the reasons that Chinese students are dismissed from 
American schools. The white paper also suggests ways to prevent dismissal. 
Overall the white paper bears no relation to the specifics of Mr. Yu’s case and 
cannot address whether Mr. Yu experienced discrimination consistent with 
aversive racism. In fact, by presenting data on the systematic ways that 
Chinese students experience dismissals in American schools, the white paper 
is consistent with the presence of aversive racism in American schools. 
Finally, the document is riddled with typos and perpetuates stereotypes and 
biases through statements that are not grounded in data. 

 
a. The study presented in the white paper correlates personal 

information of Chinese students with reasons for their dismissal from 
American schools. This data indicates that low GPA accounts for more 
than half (62.1%) of the dismissals of Chinese students in the United 
States. This is irrelevant to the case of Mr. Yu. Mr. Yu demonstrated a 
consistently successful academic record achieving all As and Bs during 
his time at ISU. The remaining reasons listed for dismissal were low 
attendance (10.9%), breaking laws (1.9%), misbehavior (2.9%), 
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academic dishonesty (21.4%) and psychological problems (.7%). None 
of these factors are related to Mr. Yu’s dismissal from ISU. The study 
did not address whether Chinese students felt that they experienced 
racism in American schools. Thus, the study is irrelevant to Mr. Yu’s 
case. 
 

b. The white paper draws conclusions that move beyond what the data 
actually indicate. In fact, the conclusions at times demonstrate racial 
prejudice. Unfounded and perhaps prejudicial comments include the 
following statements: “most Chinese students in the United 
States…are also lacking sufficient skills or experience to live alone” (p. 
4); “After coming to America and living by themselves, they [Chinese 
students] cannot control themselves but spend too much time on 
entertainment” (p. 11); “…it may be that males low self-restraint that 
contributes to the above high dismissal rate” (p. 11); “Chinese parents 
help their children choose popular major but do not consider their 
interests, traits, etc.” (p. 15). The paper concludes with the opinion that 
teenagers misbehave because of “lack of self-discipline,” “not good at 
acclimating to new environment,” and “being too shy to communicate 
with Foreigners” (p. 13). None of these comments are supported by the 
data presented. They are extrapolations that are consistent with racial 
bias. For example, comments about Asian people being “shy” 
reinforces stereotypes of the unsociability of Asian people (Lin, Kwan, 
Cheung, & Fiske, 2005) and lack any relevance to the data presented in 
the white paper. Together these statements are not only irrelevant to 
Mr. Yu’s case, but they also perpetuate stereotypes and exemplify the 
systematic ways that racism—specifically against Asian international 
students -- exists within American schools.  
 

c. The data presented in the white paper are consistent with the 
proposition that there are systematic biases against Chinese students in 
American schools. This type of systematic, institutionalized bias is 
consistent with the presence of racism (Tatum, 2001).  

 
d. The white paper’s recommendations for how to improve the 

experience of Chinese students in the United States’ education system 
puts the onus on Chinese students to find ways to tackle systematic 
injustice rather than questioning the ways in which our education 
system is failing these students. This is in direct contrast to research 
cited by Dr. Zorwick in her expert report that argues “because of the 
ways in which Asian international students routinely experience racial 
invalidation and insults on campus, the onus of acculturation and 
integration cannot be placed solely on international students” 
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(Houshmand, Spanierman, & Tafarodi, 2014; p. 385). The ISU faculty 
reported that when working with Mr. Yu they used the same “model 
for applying for internships, the same external review, and the same 
process for notification of limitations. Nothing was done that was 
specific to him” (ISU Document 0272). This “colorblind” behavior does 
not acknowledge the unique challenges faced by Chinese students and 
reflects an antiquated understanding of how to work with people from 
marginalized groups. It is also inconsistent with Dr. Gladney’s claim 
that the faculty “bent over backwards” to help Mr. Yu. 

 
7. Finally, Dr. Gladney did not cite any specific details of the case to support his 

opinion that aversive racism cannot be used to describe any discrimination 
experienced by Mr. Yu. Dr. Gladney also failed to reply to any of the 22 
specific examples of behavior consistent with aversive racism discussed by 
Dr. Zorwick in her expert report.  

 
V. Conclusion 
 
In his expert witness report, Dr. Gladney indicates that he is “familiar with the theory of 
‘aversive racism,’” but that he does not agree with Dr. Zorwick’s conclusion “that the 
theory can be used to describe any discrimination by Idaho State University or its 
faculty with respect to Jun Yu.” However, in reaching this opinion, Dr. Gladney does 
not address any of the 22 examples of behaviors consistent with aversive racism 
described in Dr. Zorwick’s report. In fact, Dr. Gladney does not mention any specific 
examples of behavior to support his claims that ISU “bent over backwards to assist Mr. 
Yu in his academic endeavors” or that Mr. Yu “knowingly refused” to take advantage 
of opportunities given to him. Thus, the claims made by Dr. Gladney in his expert 
witness report are unfounded. 

 
In contrast, Dr. Zorwick, in her expert witness report, provides specific examples of 
behaviors by ISU and ISU faculty that are consistent with aversive racism. Based on 
these specific behaviors, Dr. Zorwick concludes that the evidence “strongly suggests 
that the behavior of the ISU Psychology Department was influenced by Mr. Yu’s race 
and international status.” Based on my own review of the case, as well as my review of 
Dr. Zorwick’s report and Dr. Gladney’s report, I agree whole-heartedly that the 
evidence strongly supports the conclusion that Mr. Yu experienced discrimination 
based on his race and international status.  
 
In sum, based on my review of the case and the review of both expert witness reports, it 
is clear that ISU faculty’s evaluations and treatment of Mr. Yu involved arbitrary and 
capricious shifts from positive feedback indicating satisfactory progress to the ultimate 
claim that Mr. Yu was making “unsatisfactory progress” as justification for his 
dismissal from the ISU Clinical Psychology Ph.D. program. Furthermore, the behavior 
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of ISU and ISU faculty is consistent with the types of behavior that would be observed 
when aversive racism is influencing individuals’ behaviors. As stated herein, the actions 
of ISU toward Mr. Yu were arbitrary and capricious. Further, ISU’s treatment of Mr. Yu 
was a substantial departure from academic norms. 
 
VI. Previous Work as an Expert Witness 
 
I have no previous work as an expert witness. 
 
V. Compensation 
 
My rate for the work on this case is $300/hour.  This fee includes case review, literature 
review, report writing, and communication with the legal team.  I charge $300/hour, 
plus travel expenses, up to a maximum of $2,400/day for travel and testimony. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Dr. Erin Cooley 
Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Colgate University 
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Erin Cooley, Ph.D. 
 

Colgate University, Hamilton, NY ● 55 University Avenue ● Hamilton, NY, 13346 ●  
ecooley@colgate.edu ● (315) 228-7328 

 
Academic Position 
 
Assistant Professor of Psychology, Colgate University (July 2015-present) 
 

Education 
 
2015   Ph.D. in Social Psychology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
           Formal concentration: Quantitative Psychology 
 Advisor: Dr. B. Keith Payne 
 Dissertation Thesis: More People But Less Mind: How Number Affects Mind Perception and Decisions 
 to Harm 
  
2011   M.A. in Social Psychology, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
           Advisors: Dr. B. Keith Payne & Dr. Chester A. Insko 
           Master’s Thesis: Groups as Justification for Blatant Race Stereotyping 
 
2009   B.S. in Psychology, Magna cum laude, University of Florida 
           Honors Thesis: Intergroup Differentiation and Identity  
          
2009   B.A. in Spanish, University of Florida 
 

Research Interests 
 
My research examines the cognitive, affective, and physiological mechanisms behind intergroup 
conflict and discrimination. I am particularly passionate about understanding factors that lead people 
who are motivated to be egalitarian to discriminate and the consequences of subtle forms of 
discrimination (e.g., nonverbal behavior) on the targets of bias. 
 

Honors and Awards 
 
Recipient of Two Colgate Torch Medals, 2016: “The 2016 Torch Medal is engraved with the Colgate 
seal, bearing the distinguished symbol of a flaming torch. As a guide, a source of light and 
inspiration, it represents the best of student learning and discovery. The Torch Medal is personally 
presented to a deserving member of the Colgate community by individual members of the senior 
class.” 
 
Colgate University Discretionary Grant (1500), 2015 
 
Society for Personality and Social Psychology Teacher/Scholar Travel Award, 2015 
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Nominated for the Boka W. Hadzija Award for Distinguished Scholarship, Leadership, 
and University Service by a Graduate or Professional Student, Spring, 2015 
 
Future Faculty Fellowship Program (450), Fall 2014 
 
UNC Chester A. Insko Best Publication Award, 2014 
 
UNC Earl and Barbara Baughman Dissertation Research Award (6,000), 2014 
 
UNC Dissertation Completion Fellowship (16,000), 2014-2015 
 
UNC Psychology Department Nominee for American Psychological Foundation  
COGDOP Fellowship, 2013 
 
Positive Psychology Science Fund Award (750), 2013  
 
Best Graduate Student Poster Award (Society for Southeastern Social Psychologists), 2011 
 
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship Honorable Mention, 2010 
 
UNC Doctoral Merit Assistantship (18,000), 2009-2010  
 
Honors for Psychology Undergraduate Thesis, 2009 
 
Four Year Outstanding Scholar, 2009 
 
UF CLAS Valedictorian: 4.0 graduating GPA, 2009 
 
Phi Beta Kappa (awarded as Junior), 2008 
 
Florida Bright Futures Scholarship (4-year college scholarship), 2005-2009 

 
Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts 
 

* Indicates student co-author 
 
Lai, C. K., Skinner, A. L., Cooley, E., Murrar, S., Brauer, M., Devos, T., Calanchini, J., Xiao, Y. J., 
 Pedram, C., Marshburn, C. K., Simon, S., Blanchar, J. C., Joy-Gaba, J. A., Conway, J., Redford, L., 
Klein, R. A., Roussos, G., Schellhaas, F. M. H., Burns, M., Hu, X., McLean, M. C., Axt, J. R., Asgari, S., 
Schmidt, K., Rubinstein., R, Marini, M., Rubichi, S., Shin,. J. L., & Nosek, B. A. (in press). Reducing 
implicit racial preferences: II. Intervention effectiveness across time. Journal of Experimental Psychology: 
General. 
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Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Phillips, J. K.* (2014). Implicit bias and the illusion of conscious ill will. Social 
Psychological and Personality Science, 5, 500-507. 
 
Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Loersch, C., Lei, R. (2014). Who owns implicit attitudes? Testing a meta-
cognitive perspective. Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. 
 
Cooley, E., Rea, A. J., Insko, C. A., Payne, B. K. (2013). Perceived relevance of honesty and 
agreeableness to situations with non-correspondent and correspondent outcomes: an 
interdependence perspective. European Journal of Social Psychology, 43, 593-599. 
 
Payne, B.K., Brown-Iannuzzi, J., Burkley, M., Arbuckle, N., Cooley, E., Cameron, C.D., & Lundberg, 
K.B. (2013). Intention invention and the affect misattribution procedure: Reply to Bar-Anan and 
Nosek (2012). Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin, 39, 375-386. 
 
 

Manuscripts Under Review 
 
Cooley, E., & Payne, B.K. (revised & resubmitted). Using groups to measure intergroup prejudice. 
Target Journal: Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin. 
 
Brown-Iannuzzi, J., Dotsch, R., Cooley, E, Payne, B. K. (revision invited) The racial undertones of 
welfare attitudes: investigating the relationship between mental representations of welfare recipients 
and attitudes toward welfare.  Target Journal: Psychological Science. 
 
Cooley, E., & Brown-Iannuzzi, J, Brown, C.S. (submitted). Groups accentuate biases in racial 
perception and stereotyping of Black-White biracial individuals. Target Journal: Social Psychological 
and Personality Science. 
 

Invited Talks 
 
Cooley, E. (2016) "Putting the 'group' back in inter-group bias: The importance of groups to racial 
categorization, stereotyping, and implicit prejudice. Presentation given at Syracuse University, Syracuse, 
NY. 
 

Conference Presentations 
 
Cooley, E. (2016). The company biracial individuals keep may alter their perceived race: why perceiving 
groups may increase the tendency to categorize Black-White biracial individuals as Black. Poster presented at 
GPIR Preconference at the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, San Diego, CA. 
 
Cooley, E. (2014). Groups are integral to measuring prejudice. Poster presented at the GPIR 
Preconference at the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, Austin, TX. 
 
Cooley, E. (2014). Groups both enhance and reduce stereotyping. Poster presented at the Society for 
Personality and Social Psychology, Austin, TX. 
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Cooley, E. (2013). Groups both reduce and elicit stereotypes and prejudice. Presentation given at the UNC 
Social Psychology Seminar. 
 
Cooley, E. (2013) When outgroups reduce stereotyping. Presentation given at the Duke, Virginia, and 
Carolina Conference, Durham, NC 
 
Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Insko, C.A. (2013). Groups serve as a perceptual cue for implicit race bias and a 
justification for blatant explicit race bias. Poster presented at the Society for Personality and Social 
Psychology, New Orleans, LA. 
 
Cooley, E. (2012). Implicit bias and the illusion of conscious will. Presentation in the symposium (Erin 

Cooley, Chair), “Awareness of implicit attitudes and implications for thoughts and behavior,” at the 
34th annual meeting of the Society for Southeastern Social Psychologists, Gainesville, FL. 
 
Cooley, E. (2011). Groups as justification for blatant race stereotyping. Presentation given at the 
symposium “The Dynamics of Moral Judgment at the Individual, Dyadic, and Group Levels,” at the 
2011 meeting of the Society for Southeastern Social Psychologists, Johnson City, TN. 
 
Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Lei, R. (2011). Who owns implicit attitudes? Testing a meta-cognitive perspective. 
Poster presented at the Society for Southeastern Social Psychologists, Johnson City, TN. 
 
Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Insko, C.A. (2011). Groups as justification for blatant race stereotyping. Poster 
presented at the Society for Personality and Social Psychology, San Diego, CA. 
 
Cooley, E., Payne, B.K., Lei, R. (2011). Who owns implicit attitudes? Testing a meta-cognitive perspective.  
Poster presented at the Duke, Virginia, and Carolina Conference (DVAC), Durham, NC. 
 

Chaired Symposia 
 
Cooley, E. (2012). Awareness of implicit attitudes and implications for thoughts and behaviors. Symposium 
presented at the annual meeting of the Society for Southeastern Social Psychologists, Gainesville, FL. 
(Speakers: Erin Cooley, Dr. Kate Ratliff, Steve Newell, & Kent Lee) 

 
Related Work Experience/Specialized Training 
     
Summer 2013, 2014   Training in the measurement of facial electromyography, electrocardiograms,  
      respiration, blood pressure, respiratory sinus arrhythmia, and finger pulse 
 
Fall 2013    Semester-long course in Multi-Level Modeling 
 
Spring/Fall 2011   Two semester-long courses in Structural Equation Modeling 
    
Fall 2010    Semester-long course in Factor Analysis 
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Teaching Experience 
 
Honors Thesis Mentor (Jean Phillips), 2011-2012 
Thesis: Intentionality of Implicit Attitudes: How Metacognition Shapes our Explicit Thoughts. 
 
Assistant Professor for Psychology 498 (Senior Research), Spring 2016 
Assistant Professor for Psychology 368 (Prejudice and Racism), Spring 2016 
Assistant Professor for Psychology 309 (Quantitative Methods in Behavioral Research), Spring 2016 
Assistant Professor for Psychology 498 (Senior Research), Fall 2015 
Assistant Professor for Psychology 309 (Quantitative Methods in Behavioral Research), Fall 2015 
Graduate Supervisor for Psychology 395(Independent Research), 2011- 2015. 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Fall 2013* 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Summer I 2013* 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Spring 2013 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Fall 2012* 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Summer II 2012* 
Teaching Fellow for Psychology 260 (Social Psychology), Spring 2012* 
Teaching Assistant for Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology), Fall 2011 
Teaching Assistant for Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology), Spring 2011 
Teaching Assistant for Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology), Fall 2010 
Guest lecturer for Psychology 260, on Group Processes, Fall 2011 
Guest lecturer for Psychology 101, on Groups and Stereotyping, Fall 2011 
Guest lecturer for Psychology 895, on Mediation in Structural Equations Modeling (SEM), Spring 
2011 
Guest Lecturer for Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology), on Levels of Consciousness and 
Sleep, Spring 2011 
Guest lecturer for Psychology 250 (Developmental Psychology), on Moral Development, Spring 2011  
Guest lecturer for Psychology 101 (Introduction to Psychology), on Consciousness, Fall 2010  
 
* Indicates Departmental Commendation for Exemplary Teaching Evaluations as a Teaching Fellow 
 

Professional Affiliations 
 
Society for Personality and Social Psychology 
Association for Psychological Science 
American Psychological Association 
 

Service 
 
Society for Personality and Social Psychology Student Poster Award Reviewer, 2013 
Principles Project at UNC: Developing Principles of Exemplary Scientific Practice, 2013 
Faculty Mentor for Colgate University Psychology and Neuroscience Student Representatives, 2015-
2016 
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